
  

Working with Data
A Workshop on Understanding, Visualising and Mapping Data
Chennai, 3-5 August 2012

Second day
4th August 2012

1. Presentation by Open Knowledge Foundation [10:30-11:00]
2. What is data visualisation? [11:15-12:15]
3. Tools for spatial data collection [13:30-14:15]
4. Introduction to tools [14:15-14:30]
5. Session on geo/visualisation tools #1 [14:45-16:00]
6. Session on geo/visualisation tools #2 [16:15-17:30]
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Types of charts

- Scatterplot, line chart, histogram, bar chart
- Pie chart, tree map, 
- Bubble chart, radar chart
- Time line, flow chart, mind map
- Choropleth, flow map, cartogram
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Gestalt principles of visual perception

- law of proximity
- law of similarity
- law of enclosure
- law of closure
- law of continuity



  

Manuel Lima's information visualisation manifesto
a selection

- form follows function
- start with a question
- cite your source
- the power of narrative
- embrace time
- avoid gratuitous visualisations





  

Subjective guiding principles

- juxtapose, compare and relate
- combine/collect data to challenge existing views
- it is easy to make complicated and beautiful data 
visualisations but difficult to communicate them
- reading visualisation requires understanding of the 
context, do not generalise the visualisation too much
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